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The Market
The Republic of Belarus is situated at the Eastern border of the EU adjacent to the markets in Russia and the Ukraine. With its 9 million inhabitants Belarus has an ideal geographic position as a unique link between Western and Eastern economic regions. A good developed infrastructure and the economic strength compared to other CIS states and the Ukraine make Belarus an attractive business partner. Belarus ranks among the 10 most important markets for woodworking machinery worldwide and hosts enormous timber resources. The Belarussian woodworking industry is, therefore, especially for European producers of machinery, equipment and technologies an market.

The Belarusian Government has taken extensive measures to protect the domestic forestry and woodworking companies. On January 1st, 2016 the export bans of the untreated wood came into effect and, hence, give new impulses to the woodworking and furniture industry. Furthermore, Belarus is striving to lower its dependence of the Russian oil & gas imports and, therefore, committed to implementing technologies for usage of renewable energies. The market, therefore, provides good opportunities for manufacturer of shredders, pelletisers, cattles for biogas plants etc.

The Fair
The fair is the leading exhibition in Belarus covering both forestry and woodworking industry together with all issues of renewable energies like wood processing, production of wood pellets, biogas plants, wind energy, biofuels etc.

106 exhibitors from 12 countries in 2015 presented a wide range of woodworking machinery of key world companies, starting with the equipment for the primary sawing, wood drying and finishing with automated machining centers and production lines for furniture manufacture.
Main topics

Timber-harvesting works – machinery and equipment • Log-processing equipment and machinery, drying equipment • Woodworking and furniture production – machinery, equipment, instrument and technologies • Paintwork materials, glues, fillings, chemicals for wood protection • Pulp-and-paper production • Technological process automation • Finished articles – lumber, furniture articles; parquetry • Wooden house building • Environmental protection, waste utilization and recycling • Labor protection, fire safety, work wear • Furniture components and materials • Renewable energy sources, biomass, bioprocesses • Equipment and technologies for different kind of bio-fuel production and incineration • Renewable energy sources, biomass, bioprocesses

Your Participation

Prices

1. Hall space with Standard Plus construction till July 15, 2016 € 179*,—/sqm

*depending on location (e.g. +15 % for corner stand)
2. Registration fee € 470,-

Exhibition place
The exhibition pavilion „MANEGE“ in the centre of Minsk, at Pobediteley Avenue 20/2

Specialized Salon „Bioenergy“

In order to reach the goals set within the energy policy of the country, Belarus has adopted a Development Strategy for Energy Security with an implementation period in the years 2015-2020. The energy production from renewable resources is to be increased from currently 20 % to 32 % of the total energy consumption. The rich forestry and wood resources as well as the big agricultural potential of the country are important national and renewable energy resources. That is why the Specialized Salon „Bioenergy“ is being organized within the frames of the exhibition. Its thematic content is devoted to the bio-fuel production and incineration technologies.
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Altogether 120 Exhibitors from 15 Countries